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INTRODUCTION

Eddycurrent inspectionof graphiteepoxyfilament woundmaterialshasbeen

investigatedby severalresearchers1-12.Theresultsof theseinvestigationsshow

considerablepromisefor eddy currenttestingto locateflaws suchascut tows and

impactdamagein critical structuresfabricatedfrom graphitefilaments.Detection of

delaminationsin suchmaterialsis moredifficult in thatvoids in theconducting media,

suchasobservedin kissingdebonds,donot alwaysexist naturally.Loaded samplesmay

bemoreeasily inspectedhowever,becauseof possibledisplacementof the laminae

surfacesto createa non-conductingvolume thatis observableusingeddy currents.

Earlier work of thisresearchgroupresultedin thedevelopementof a robotic scanning

eddycurrent inspectioncell which is locatedin Building 4702at Marshall SpaceFlight

Center.A MacintoshFX computerwith aSymbolics Mclvory board setprovided the

computationalandcontrol function. However,eddycurrentsensingwasperformed

with either aSmarteddy(PCplatform) or a HP 4193AImpedanceMeter. Data

conversionsto get the datainto theMacintoshwereeithercumbersomein theformer

caseor extremelyslow in thelattercase.Consequentlythis work concentratedon

designingandbuilding aneddy currentinterfacefor theMaclvory which could replace

bothof theaboveinstrumentsfor acquiringeddycurrentsignals.

Thebasicconceptfor thisresearchactivity is presentedin Figure 1. Manual inspection,

particularly for either largefilament wounditemsor largevolumesof small cylindrical

items,would beavery inefficient andtediousprocess.Eddy currentwaveforms of the

compositefilament componentsarerathernoisy since thefilaments themselvesprovide

atime varying signalastheprobescansover them.Any othermotions causedby

manualscanningmanipulationswould thenaddto thealreadymodulatedsignal

normallyexpectedand would makeinterpretationmoredifficult. Consequentlythis

researchhasconcentratedon automatedsystemsapproach.Adding anexpert systemto

theinterpretationis still a major goalonceacorrectsetof interpretationprocedureshave

beenaccomplished.



Figure 1. Overall SystemsConceptfor theRobotic EddyCurrentInspectionWorkcell.
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Workcell Components

The Robotic Scanning Laboratory at the NDE Laboratory at MSFC consists of the

workcell items as shown in Figure 1. An Indellidex 550 robot is used to orient various

eddy current probes onto the part under test and perform scaning operations. The five

degrees of freedom available in the robot arm are augmented by a DCI turntable which

rotates the item under test. All control functions are programmed through the Macintosh

system running Labview. A sketch showing how the eddy current transducer atached to

the robot end-effector approaches the item under test is shown in Figure 2. Due to the

flexibility of the robotic end-effector a variety of probes and trajectories are available for

NDE applications.
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Figure2. Positionof RobotArm in ApproachingPartUnderTest

Robot Arm

Notice that the transducer shown in Figure 2 is an E-probe. As part of this work, we

have fabricated several types of probe assemblies to be used with the robot system,

including a horseshoe, an E-probe, a cup probe and a pancake probe, the dimensions of

these probes are shown in Figure 3. Each probe uses ferrite material to concentrate the

magnetic flux into the part under test. The ferrite material for all probes except the

pancake probe was a high permeability ferrite component from Magnetics, Inc. The

ferrite rod used to prepare the pancake probe was obtained through a local electronics

parts supplier.



Figure3. VariousEddy CurrentProbesUsedto InspectGraphiteEpoxy Components
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Eddy Current Instrumentation Concepts

The earlier work used the HP 4193A to generate and acquire the eddy current

signals for the graphite epoxy samples. Since the maximum data sampling rate was very

slow (7 readings per second), a major effort was made to develop the capability for

faster data sampling in a mode that was compatible with the Macintosh computer

system. In order to accomplish this task, we chose to fabricate our own circuitry for

acquiring the eddy current signals and thus to use the HP 4193 only to generate the
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alternatingcurrentneededto generateeddycurrents.Figure4 showsthe instrumental

conceptemployedfor both bothgenerating,decodingphaseandmagnitude,and

acquiring the eddy current signals.

Figure 4. Schematic of Eddy Current Source and Detection System Used in this Work.
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The circuitry used here is very similar to other systems and uses the XAR 2208 RMS-

DC converter devices to generate a dc level signal from the ac signals observed during

the eddy current scan. Using two XR 2208's allows both the phase and the magnitude to

be digitized and acquired with a GW Instruments A/D converter. The GW Instruments

A/D uses the SCSI bus to transfer the digitized data to the Macintosh.



Figure5. Schematicof Bridge Circuit usedto acquireEddy Current Signals.
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Test Specimens

Cylindrical samples of graphite epoxy with two different thicknesses were used

for these studies. These samples were prepared by MSFC personnel in their filament

winding laboratory in Building 4707. The first specimen was a four ply, 12 inch in

diameter cylinder, representative of thin specimens. The second specimen was 24 plies

thick with the same diameter. The layout of the manufactured defects for the two

specimens are shown in Figures 6 and 7 on the next page. The depth of penetration for

these specimens is shown in Figure 8. This plot allows one to determine sensitivity for

flaw detection according to ply number in the composite.



Figure 6. Manufactureddefectsfor four ply testcylinder.
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Quantitative Modeling Of Responses In Eddy Current Probes

The ability to characterize unknown defects detected by the eddy current method

is limited by the lack of adequate theoretical models. Basically, such models should take

the place of very difficult and expensive experiments in developing the knowledge base

necessary to approach the inverse problem that given a particular eddy current response,

characterize the defect. Extensive developments of the finite element method for eddy

current problems has been very successful for two-dimensional or axisymmetric
geometries. However, the difficulties occur in the FEM three-dimensional case due to

the large number of nodes required and the necessity for three non-zero components of

the magnetic vector potential.

The FEM model should be most efficient for rather large-size defects because the

number of nodes necessary to map the fields adequately is then relatively small. The

model developed by Burrows 33 gives the response to defects of spheroidal shape with

dimensions small compared with the skin depth in the materials. The boundary-element
integral equation model of Hower 34 has allowed consideration of defects of various

shapes but with the same size restriction. Still needed is an efficient method for

calculating the effect of three-dimensional defects having dimensions up to one to two

skin depths.

The model developed in this work can be considered as a hybrid approach

utilizing several available techniques. The method involves separation of the problem

into three parts: (1) Use a commercially available finite element software, Ansoft

Maxwell in our case, to calculate the incident fields of the horseshoe probe, but in the

absence of any defect. (2) Compute the total fields on the surface of the defect. (3)

Determine the resulting change in probe coil impedance from both unperturbed fields
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andequivalentsourceon thedefectsurfaceusing theLorentzreciprocity theorem.The
mathematicalfoundationfor thisoperationfollows below.

The changein coil impedanceAZ dueto the flaw canbe found in termsof an
integral of thefield quantitiesE andE0 (thefields at thepositionof flaw with and
without theflaw beingpresent).Theseformulashavebeenderivedby Auld29and
Zaman,et a130.

Let usassumethatwithin a linear, isotropicmedium,which is not necessarily
homogeneous,thereexist two setsof sourcesJ1,M1 that areallowedto radiate
simultaneouslyor individually insidethesamemediumatthe samefrequencyand
producefields El, H1andE2, H2 respectively.The field equationsare then:

V x H 1 = J1 + J°aEE1

V x E 1 =-M 1 +josh 1

V x H 2 = J2 + Jc°eE2

V x E 2 = -M 1 + jmeH 2

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

We multiply Equation (1) scalarly by E 2 and equation (4) by H 1 and add the resulting

equations. Similarly Equations (2) and (3) to give:

V ( E 2 x HI) = + jo_E1E 2 + jo3EH1H 2 + E 2 J1 + H1M2

V ( E 1 x H2) = + jo_E1E 2 + joEH1H 2 + E 1 J2 + H2M1

where the left-hand term has been simplified by the vector identities. A subtraction of the

former equation from the latter yields:

V ( E 1 x H 2 - E 2 x H 1 ) = F_,2 J1 - El J2 +H1M2 - H2M1

At any point for which the fields are source-free (J=M=0) this reduces to:

V (E 1 x H2- E2 x H 1 ) =0

which is called the special case of Lorentz reciprocity theorem. Its integral form is:

I ( ElxH 2-E 2xH 1)dS (5)
$

Expression for the change in coil impedance (AZ) are obtained by application of above

reciprocity theorem.

The simplest geometry appropriate to this problem is the case shown in Figure 9.

It consists of a conductive body B, a defect and a eddy current horseshoe probe. Identify

the multiply connected region bounded by the surface S d of the defect, the closed surface

Ss surrounding the source, the cable cross-section Sc and a boundary at infinity $®. Let

the volume enclosed by this surface be V and E 0, H 0 denote the time harmonic fields

9



when the defect dose not exist and E, H denote the field actually existing with the defect

present.

dSc cable dS

probe

defect

Figure 9 Geometry of eddy current problems.

Soo

Since the volume V contains no source currents (the scattered fields are

considered as being due to surface currents on Sd) and the material within V is identical
with or without the presence of defect, the Lorentz reciprocity theorem is valid,

f (E0xH-ExH0)dS=0
$

where dS is an element of surface which is normal to and directed into the bounded

volume. The surface S is the sum of surfaces which include S., Sc, S s and S d.
However,

f _-f+f +f +f =o
S = S, S, S_

Since the integrand goes to zero on S., as this partial surface is allowed to move to

infinity, and it also goes to zero on the source enclosure S s, if it is assumed to be

perfectly conducting. There remains the feed line cross-section S c and the surface Sd
enclosing the defect. Hence, we have

f (E0xH-ExH0)dS= f (EoxH-ExH0)dS (6)
S, S_
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Assuming a coaxial cable feed line, the surface S c appears as shown in Figure 10. If the

field quantities in Equation 5 are defined as those produced (either in the absence or the

presence of the defect) by a drive current I at the surface S c, then the magnetic fields on

Sc are

1

Hq,-H0,p-

in terms of the feed line current I; and the feed line voltages in the absence and presence

of the flaw are given in terms of the electric fields by

f Erdr=-ZI, f Eordr=-Z 0

where Z designates the circuit impedances at this point in the line. Note that the field

distributions, which are those characteristic of a coaxial line, are unchanged by the

presence of the defect because of the way these fields are normalized, only the electric

field is changed in magnitude. From this, it is found

] (E 0xH-ExH 0)dS= f (E 0xH_0-E rxH0q _)dS=I 2(Z0-Z) (7)
s, s,

m

,._= H-field

.r- E-field

Figure 10. Distribution of electrical and magnetic fields inside a coaxial transmission
line.

Substitute Equation (7) into Equation (6), gives

11



12(Z0-Z)=-f (E 0xH-ExH 0)dS (8)

Sa

• AZ-(Z 0-Z)=-_Y2f (E0xH-ExH 0)dS (9)
s_

Using Gauss's theorem,

AZ = -_ _ [H .(V.× E0)- E 0 .(V x H)- H 0 (V-x E) + E .(V-x H 0 )] dV
v,

But

AZ =-_ f [H .(-icon0)- E 0 .(jo_E) - H 0 (-jcott0H) + E .(jc0EE 0)]dV
v,

jco(e - eo) f --
AZ = ]L 0 "EdV

12
v,

E = E 0 ja ja_o , " E - Eo -- _o

ofAZ = F E° "EdV (10)
v,

where E and E 0 are the electric fields with and without the defect present. Equation (10)
is the formula that we use in this work.

The case of a defect whose permittivity is near that of the host material may be

examined in greater detail by allowing the field in the presence of the defect E to be

approximated by the unperturbed field E 0 over the volume of the defect. For defects

small enough that the fields do not vary greatly over its volume, the expression may be

further approximated by using just the value of the field at the position of the centroid of

the defect,

CYVd --2

AZ =-_E 0 (111

Similar derivations for the change in impedance due to a flaw have also been

developed by Bahr 31 and by Auld 32. The expression derived here in Equation (11)
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correspondsto alow frequencyapproximation,andthefields arealreadyknown for the
unflawedcase.It canprovideasimpler first orderapproximationfor thechangein
compleximpedance.TheapproximationthatE = E0 is moreaccuratefor casein which
theeands of thedefectdiffer only slightly from thatof hostmaterial.In this research
work, theFEM modelcancalculateboth theE andE0, soEquation(10) is usedto solve
for AZ.

Traditionally, eddycurrentnondestructiveevaluationmethodshavebeenused
only to providequalitativeinformation regardingthepresenceor absenceof a defect.
However,themeasureddataalsocontainquantitativeinformationaboutthe defectsize.
From thefinite elementmethodandelectromagneticreciprocityrelation, the impedance
changeat theprobeterminalsis formulatedin termsof anelectromagneticfield integral
over asurfacesurroundingthedefect.In this sectionthetwo-dimensionalfinite element
modelof E andhorseshoeprobeon thesingle layerisotropic materialandalsothe
calculationof the fields inside thematerialsis presented.

Figure 11showsthehorseshoeprobeasit passesover a defect. Although the

two-dimensional case is not a realistic model of any actual defect configuration, it does

serve to bring out the general nature of the probe-defect interaction problems.

probe

defect

Z

X-axis

Figure 11 Eddy current horseshoe probe scan through the specimen with a defect.

The defect response is calculated from the value of the magnetic vector potential,
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Z = Adt

where Is is the source current. Because the magnetic vector potential has only one

component in the direction of the current for one turn of a coil have a radius r, the

impedance is:

j co 2 n'ri A i
Z i -

Is

where A i is the magnetic vector potential at r i. Integrating Equation (12) over an

elemental area with N s turns per unit area the expression becomes:

jco 271_'ciAciNsA i

Zi-

where rci is the distance from axis to the centroid of the element, Aci is the magnetic

vector potential at the centroid of the element and D i is the area of the element

respectively. Summing Equation (13) over the elements in the coil's cross section and

noting that Js=Nsls, the coil impedance is:

N

Jc° 2 rcJs ZZ coil = '-T-- rci A iA ci
Is

i=1
(14)

In three-dimensional geometries, this method can not be used because it assumes

that the magnetic vector potential is constant along the circumference of the coil.

However, the Lorentz reciprocity theorem allows us to calculate the three-dimensional

defect response of the horseshoe probe (uniform field probe).

Electromagnetic fields in a uniaxial conductor have been studied in order to

evaluate the eddy current testing of composite material such as graphite epoxy. It is

important to understand how eddy currents behave in anisotropic material, especially

uniaxial conductors (graphite fibers) in which the conductivity in the axial direction may

be several hundred times greater than the transverse conductivity. Ansoft Maxwell

Solver can model the anisotropic material if we set up the material parameters as a

tensor or a function of position and frequency. But in this research work, all the

parameters of graphite epoxy are unknowns.

Theoretical models of eddy current cylindrical air core probe on graphite epoxy

have been developed by Bowler 22 and Beissner 33. These solutions are given in terms

of half-space scalar potential and dyadic Green's functions. Following Bowler, the

corresponding electric and magnetic fields are:
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where

,E',,= jo_,,[V x._,,_,[ + V x V x y,,_F,_ + (1 - _-._ )y,.,V2_,[]
O"n

2j&=V, dr'. ..LV,_V_+.-_-V x.L_,[
dy,, a,

d _d
V t = ._,,_+z m

dx,, dz

! re

Yn is transverse electric (TE) potential, Yn is the transverse magnetic (TM) potential

for layer n. The potentials satisfy the equations

and

V2 . 2j'v.+--% =o
(an')_

r< ] #dy +V_ %+ %=0Lo,1_'

where TE and TM skin depths are:

The standard approach to the calculation of the impedance of an eddy current

probe is through Auld's 29 reciprocity integral. In the composite material, the integral

involves certain vector products of the probe field in free space and the fields on the top

(z=0) and bottom surface (z=-t) of the layered structure, when the TE and TM scalar

potentials are introduced, the TM component does not contribute to the impedance

15



integral.Thusweneedonly thetransmittedandreflectedTE potential to calculatethe
probeimpedancechange.According to Beissner[40], the integral leadsto

whereas(k,z)is theFourier transformof thevectorpotential,R andT are thereflection
andtransmissioncoefficients,which definedby

0)-
where

J
/.t0k:

and uR(k,0) is the Fourier transform of the reflected TE potential at Z=0, uT(k,-t) is the

transmitted field at the bottom of the specimen (z=-t).

This model is equally applicable to any material that can be treated as a

multilayer anisotropic conductor. The calculation procedure of Equation (14) can be

modified for the different shape probes in the feature work.

ANSOFT MODELS

During this phase of the eddy current reserach, more procedures for utilizing

Ansoft Maxwell finite element software were developed. The following simulation was

developed for a 4-ply graphite epoxy filament wound component using the following
values:

Graphite conductivity - 14, 300 ohmsqm -1

Ferrite conductivity - 1 ohms-lm -1

Ferrite permeability - 2, 500

Ply thickness 0.052 inches

Ferrite dimensions - see chart below

Flaw dimension - 0.1 x 0.052 inches 2

Frequency - 3.2 megahertz (optimized for cuto tow defect)

16



Figure9. Geometryof finite elementmodel for internal flaw (cut tow).

........................................................................ ._0°
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Figure 10. Finite element model showing magnetic field lines during eddy current scan

when probe is away from the flaw.
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Figure 11. Magnetic flux lineswhenprobeis overpart.

The Ansoft softwareprovidesthecapability to generatea macrowhich allows
oneto simulatea scanningmotion acrossthepart beinginspected.During eachstep
acrossthepartonecanembedinto themacroparticular calcuationssuchastotal
impedanceat thecoil, J or M valuesalonga line or within aregion.For examplein
simulatingtheabovescan,theinformation normally observedis the impedanceresponse
of theprobe.By including amacroto incrementin thex direction0.05 incheseachstep
within themeshgeneratingprogramandthenincluding within the eddycurrent solver
programthecalculationfor theXRand XL oneobtainsthefollowing charts:

Figure 12(a).Chart showingexpectededdycurrentresistancemeasurementwhen
scanningpart shownin Figures10-11.
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Figure 12(b). Chart showing expected eddy current reactance measurement when

scanning part shown in Figures 11-12
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This simulated response can be compared with actual data obtained from an eddy

current inspection.The experimental data obtained from the robotic eddy current

workcell provides a much noiser signal. The following waveforms are obtained from

scanning the thin filament wound case over regions of no known defects and regions
with known defects.

Figure 13(a). Time varying reactance signals at 3.2 mhz for portion of sample with no
defects.
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Frequency

The relationship between time-varying components associated with the probe

passing over the filaments was anticipated to very straigh-forward and easy to determine

merely by matching large amplitude frequency components between the various defect

regions and the region with no known defects. This methodology would have developed

along the lines used by Doctor, et al; 34 except for the real time feature extraction

required for the experts system approach. Unfortunately that did not work out too well. A

lot of time was spect in trying to match up frequency components between the various

spectra, performing an inverse FFT to obtain a noise free time based signal. In this trial

and error approach only very small repetitive waveforms were removed. The large

amplitude signals, which make the eddy current signal interpretation difficult, have

persisted. Therefore it is still difficult to develop a set of rules which will enable an

expert system to perform eddy current interpretation of graphite epoxy filament wound

components.

Another useful concept which the modelling software allows, is to determine

optimal geometries for the various probes. For example, a series of simulations

illustrating how geometry affects the conductance measurement of the graphite epoxy

filament material using the horseshoe probe are given next.
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Figure 15(a). Finite elementmodelshowinglongercoil on legsof the horseshoe.

Figure 1509). Finite element model showing larger horseshoe(approx. 1.5 times).

]

For the cases tried with the same defect geometry, the impedance measurements

obtained are given in the following table:
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Case Frequency Rmax (ohms) Rmin(ohms) Xmax(ohms) Xmin(ohms)
1.Normal 3.2 Mhz 4.242 4.075 6.991 6.882

2. longercoil 3.2 Mhz 4.068 3.982 7.52 7.61

3. largerprobe 3.2 Mhz 3.379 3.562 7.29 7.50

4. largerprobe 1.0Mhz 1.499 1.529 3.15 3.32

Thecaseidentified asNormal is takenfrom thedatashownin Figures 12(a)and(b).
Note that with thesamedefectsizein layer 2, thefollowing changesin impedanceare
calculated:

Case AR ziX
1 0.167 0.109
2 0.0086 -0.09
3 -0.183 -0.21
4 -0.0030 -0.17

From this data,it is obviousthat for the samedefectmodeledhere,the largestsignalsfor
defectidentification areobtainedfrom theprobewith the larger footprint. Case4 was
thenrun to seeif a largerprobemight respondbetter to a lower frequency; however,at
the lower frequency,themagneticflux densityis too low to provide a goodsignal for
theflaw. Hence,for graphiteepoxymaterials,largerprobesizesshouldprovide larger
signalsfor flaw detection.

CONCLUSIONS

This researchhascontinuedto makein-roadsinto establishingtheoretical
foundationsfor therobotic eddycurrent inspectionsystemin Building 4702at Marshall
SpaceFlight Center.Thelargestcontributor to understandinghow eddy current signals
showrespondto known typesof defectsis still thefinite elementsoftware.In these
studies,thefinite elementsoftwareusedwas "Maxwell", which is aproduct of Ansoft,
Inc.

Thereis still somedifficulty in scanningfilament woundmaterialsdueto the surface
roughnessof thefabricatedpartsusedin this study.An attemptwasmadeto useFFT
analysisto pick out signalsfrom thesesurfaceeffects;however,we were not successful
in actuallyperforming agood signalclean-upusingFFT's asapost-processingtool. A
betterapproachfor experimentssuchastheseis to considerusing thenew Digital Signal
Processingunitsbeingoffered in today'smarketplace.The goal to develop a standalone
expert systemfor defectanalysiswill requiresuchtechnology.Considerationsof neural
netsfor cleaningup thenoisy signalsmayalsobeconsidered.
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APPENDIX

The following program is used to calculate a 3D response from the E field data obtained

from Ansoft Maxwell models.

Program RECIPRO.C

# include <stdio.h>

# include <math.h>

# include <string.h>

# include <dos.h>

float y[200];

float ansl;

float ansv;

int xxll;

int xxhl;

int il;

int numseg;

float sp;

float i;
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void IntegrateVector(float y[],float samper, int xl, int

xh, float *ans) ;

void ClrScr();

void main()

{
int j = 0;

float ef[200] ;

float df[200];

float cond;

float cur;

float delx;

float dely;

float delz;

char ext[] = ".dat";

char dfield[200] ;

char efield[200] ;

char dname[20] ;

char ename[20] ;

FILE *dstream;

FILE *estream;

ClrScr(); /*clear screen*/

printf(" Please enter 'E-field without flaw' file name

: ");

gets(ename);

strcat(ename,ext);

printf(" Please enter 'E-field with flaw' file name :

,,);

gets(dname);

printf(" Please enter 'conductivity' of specimen : ");

scanf("%e", &cond);

printf(" Please enter 'source current' : ");

scanf("%f", &cur);

printf(" Please enter 'defect depth' : ");

scanf("%f", &dely);

printf(" Please enter 'defect width' : ");

scanf("%f", &delx);

printf(" Please enter 'defect length': ");

scanf("%f", &delz);

strcat(dname,ext);

estream = fopen(ename, "r") ;

dstream = fopen(dname, "r") ;

/*read file*/

while(fgets(efield, 64, estream) && fgets(dfield, 64,

dstream) !=NULL)

{
ef[j] = atof(efield+44) ;

df[j] = atof(dfield+44) ;
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y[j] = fabs(ef[j] * df[j])/(cond*cur*cur);

j = j + i;

/* calculate the impedance change */

xxll = 0.0;

xxhl = 99.0;

sp = dely / i00.0;

IntegrateVector(y, sp, 0.0, 99.0, &ansl);

ansv = ansl* delx * delz;

printf("The Impedance Change = %e\n", ansv);

/* 1/3 and 3/8 Simpson rule */

void IntegrateVector(float y[],float samper, int xl, int

xh, float *ans)

{
int numseg;

int i;

int strtpnt;

int endpnt;

int segcntr;

float areal;

float area2;

float area;

char even;

float segwidth;

numseg = xh - xl;

segwidth = samper;

endpnt = xh;

areal = 0.0;

area2 = 0.0;

area = 0.0;

if ( fmod (numseg, 2) != 0 )

{
areal = 3.0 / 8.0 * segwidth * (y[endpnt - 3] + 3.0 *

y[endpnt - 2] + 3.0 * y[endpnt - i] +

y [endpnt] ) ;

endpnt = endpnt - 3;

}

else

areal = 0.0;

if ( numseg != 3 )

strtpnt = xl;

do
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